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Email-Marketing.ChooseWhat.com Updates its Email Marketing Service
Reviews – Allowing for Better Choice Comparison

“There’sa lot of choice out there, and our reviews can help anyone make the right buying
decision” says site’sowner.

Austin, TX (PRWEB) December 07, 2011 -- Email-Marketing.ChooseWhat.com announces a fresh update of
the email marketing review that it offers.

The team of experts running the site have spent the past few weeks diligently updating the email marketing
reviews of the entire inventory of services it compares – allowing business owners to make a more honest and
informed choice.

For example, if you’re looking for an email marketing service, Email-Marketing.ChooseWhat.com will allow
you to read comprehensive reviews by those who have actually used the services of many of the web’s most
popular email marketing solutions.

Jen Udan, Site Manager, explains why they decided to update their reviews:

"Email marketing services are constantly changing and improving, and our updated reviews accurately reflect
these changes. We hope that business owners will continue to use our comparison information to make
informed buying decisions on email marketing products" she says.

At some point, every business has the need for useful and cost-effective email marketing services, but finding
the best fit can often be tough. Therefore, Email-Marketing.ChooseWhat.com embarked on its mission to allow
people to compare email marketing options through the use of comprehensive reviews.

“We’ve been running the site for quite a while, and receive consistently positive reviews for the service that we
provide. Our users say we have thrown them a real lifeline when it comes to choosing the option that best fits
their business needs” concludes Jen.

Tomake the comparison for yourself, simply visit: http://www.email-marketing.choosewhat.com

About Email-Marketing.ChooseWhat.com

Email-Marketing.ChooseWhat.com reviews the leading email marketing services that let you easily send e-
newsletters to your customers. The website is constantly updated with fresh product reviews to ensure that site
visitors have the latest information with which to make a buying decision.
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Contact Information
Larry Bills
email marketing
http://email-marketing.choosewhat.com/
512-448-9031

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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